ESSAY

The Origins of the Kansas Law Review

M.H. Hoeflich* & Lawrence Jenah**

This year the Kansas Law Review (KLR) celebrates its fiftieth anniversary, a not inconceivable achievement. During those fifty years the KLR has published several hundred articles, student notes too numerous to count, book reviews, and essays. It has become one of the most important legal periodicals in Kansas, serving as an outlet for the scholarly works of the Kansas Bar, the faculty of the University of Kansas, and legal scholars nationwide. Its articles have touched upon almost every subject imaginable to a lawyer, from the highly theoretical to the stubbornly pragmatic. Some have had a national or international focus; others have been regionally or locally oriented. Today the KLR is solidly established as an important part of the American legal scene. But it was not always so.

Law reviews have been an important part of American law since the beginning of the nineteenth century. As the American legal profession began to develop in the first generations after the Revolution, it had need for literature. Courts in every state were producing a vast quantity
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of decisions, many of first instance. The first law schools were starting up in places like Cambridge, Litchfield, and Lexington. A whole generation of legal scholars—men like Joseph Story, William St. George Tucker, James Kent, Hugh Swinton Legaré, and others—was beginning to produce books and articles that put American law on a firm theoretical ground. And lawyers were always searching for the newest authority in the form of case reports and juristic writing. Thus, the stage was set for the growth of periodical literature. Initially, and indeed, throughout the nineteenth century, articles about law were considered suitable for inclusion in general literary magazines. Thus, one finds articles by prominent jurists and judges in popular magazines such as the North American Review and the Southern Literary Messenger. Even so-called “ladies’ magazines” such as Godsey’s Lady’s Book would occasionally publish an article about the law. But case reports and professional news of the Bar were usually deemed too specialized for the general public. Thus, during the first half of the nineteenth century a number of professional legal journals were begun. For example, The American Jurist and Law Magazine and Livingston’s Law Magazine provided the American Bar with articles, case reports, news, book reviews, and other
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material of interest to lawyers. By the time of the Civil War there were nearly fifty such law reviews in circulation. And so the situation remained until the latter part of the nineteenth century.

The great revolution in American legal periodicals took place in Cambridge at the Harvard Law School in April 1887 when a group of students banded together and published Volume 1, number 1 of the Harvard Law Review (HLR). This marked a turning point in American legal publishing. The HLR was radically different from earlier American law reviews. First, it was produced by students. Second, while it produced commentary on current cases, it did not reproduce actual case decisions. Third, the HLR was envisioned by its founders as a vehicle by which the best legal scholarship then being produced could be circulated to a wide audience. There is no need to elaborate on the further history of the HLR. It is well known. Within a few years it had become a model for law reviews around the United States. Within a half-century everyone agreed that to be first-rate a law school needed to have its own student-edited law review.

The history of legal publishing in Kansas followed a path somewhat similar to that described above, albeit on a different time scale. During the nineteenth century Kansas was not a publishing center. It did have a small but flourishing Bar, and by the latter part of the nineteenth century Kansas had a number of lawyers who were interested in legal scholarship. At the same time the court system in Kansas was growing, and a
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number of notable cases were being decided.\textsuperscript{16} The need to provide a vehicle for publishing the actual reports of these cases was not so great as it had been elsewhere fifty years before, because by this time commercial publishers were actively engaged in publishing volumes of case reports.\textsuperscript{17} But there was some perceived need for periodicals to publish commentaries on cases, legal news, and articles of legal scholarship.

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, this need was filled primarily by three publications. The first was the short-lived \textit{Kansas Magazine}, which published a number of articles about law even though it was a magazine intended for a popular audience.\textsuperscript{18} Nearly contemporary with this publication was a specialized law periodical, the \textit{Kansas Law Journal}, published by Crane \& Co. of Topeka for three years.\textsuperscript{19} Crane \& Co. was a stationer and bookseller, as well as publisher, and was the first publishing company to produce law books in Kansas for Kansas lawyers.\textsuperscript{20} In the 1870s, Crane decided that there was a market for a legal magazine designed for the Kansas Bar. This magazine contained reports of unpublished Kansas cases, scholarly articles on the law, news about the Bar, and other information of use to the Kansas lawyer. It also contained advertisements for Crane's line of legal forms and for the law books published and sold by Crane.\textsuperscript{21} When one reads through the issues of the \textit{Kansas Law Journal}, one has the impression of a fairly sophisticated journal and of one whose editors felt great pride in the Kansas Bar's accomplishments. Unfortunately, it was not a financial success and soon ceased publication.
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In 1895 the students at the University of Kansas School of Law began their own legal periodical, *The Kansas Lawyer*. It is hard to characterize this publication as one modeled on the *HLR*. It was published bi-weekly, and many issues did contain scholarly articles, often written by KU faculty members and prominent members of the Kansas Bar and judiciary. It also contained news of the KU Law School, of student activities—including parties at Dean Jimmy Green’s home—and what we would now call “alumni news.” It carried summaries of important cases decided in Kansas and elsewhere, and it carried news of other law schools. It also carried advertisements from local Lawrence merchants designed to appeal to students and lawyers. Issues were relatively short; and, so far as we know, student editors received no academic credit for their work on it. The students published the first issue of *The Kansas Lawyer* in 1895, and the last appeared in 1911. It is rare today—alas, because it is a marvelous source for the early years of the KU Law School—but the Kansas Collection in KU’s Spencer Research Library has a complete set.

In August of 1932 the Bar Association of the State of Kansas began publication of the *Journal of the Bar Association of the State of Kansas*. The new journal had somewhat different aims than previous legal publications in the state. First, of course, it was the purpose of the new journal to provide current legal information, including scholarly articles, to the Kansas Bar. The Bar Association, then as now, had high aspirations for the Bar. They wanted to ensure that Kansas lawyers met the highest ethical and intellectual standards. By publishing a journal, they
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hoped to help realize these expectations. But the Bar Association was then, as it is today, also a political creature, and another purpose of the new journal was to further the lobbying efforts of the Association on behalf of the Bar. Thus, one finds in the pages of the Journal a mix of articles, current legal news, and legislative reports. Eventually, the Journal also took upon itself the task of helping to train Kansas law students and included sections of student notes produced by the students at KU and Washburn.

And so things remained until 1950. The University of Kansas School of Law in 1950 was a school in ferment. The veterans had returned en masse and were crowding into the classrooms. The Korean War was in its initial stages. The faculty was still relatively small, but quite distinguished. Among its members were James Barclay Smith, the great constitutionalist, and Quintin Johnstone, who later would join the faculty at the Yale Law School. Fred Moreau was dean. The students who began their legal careers at KU in the fall of 1948 were a mixed bunch of returning veterans and those who had missed the war.

Amongst their number were three who were remarkably visionary and energetic: Richard Stavel, Dan Hopson, and Donald Giffin. At the start of their second year these three conceived the idea of beginning a student-edited law review, based on the Harvard model. They sought out Dean Moreau for his approval. After receiving assurance that there would be enough enthusiasm among the students—and enough articles to fill the pages—he gave his permission. Stavel, Hopson, and Giffin then set about transforming the Editorial Board, a student organization that had for several years contributed short case notes on recent judicial decisions to the Kansas Bar Journal, into the first Editorial Board of the nascent KLR. Stavel was elected Editor-in-Chief, but was stricken by encephalitis and hospitalized. The honor fell to Giffin. The effort of starting a new publication from scratch—one with extremely high tech-
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ncial and substantive standards—was tremendous. Fifty years later, members of the first Editorial Board still recall incredibly long hours of work, relieved only by sleeping a few hours a night in the KLR’s small office in what is now Lippincott Hall.

Initially, the format of the new review adhered quite closely to other reviews at other law schools. The idea was to have a student editorial board and to publish multiple issues. Although Harvard produced four issues per year, Kansas decided to start with three. The editors decided that they would adopt the citation style used by Harvard, now known as “Bluebook” style, but they ran into a problem. They had solicited the great Harvard Law professor, Zecariah Chafee, Jr., to give them the text of a lecture he had delivered at Columbia University as the lead article of the first issue. But when Chafee’s article arrived, it was not in Bluebook style and there was not time to reformat it. Giffin decided to run the article anyway. Interestingly, the other two articles in this first issue, by Quintin Johnstone and James Barclay Smith, both of the KU Law faculty, were in Bluebook format. With this promising but patchworked first issue, the Kansas Law Review was off and running in November 1952. It has been in continuous publication since.

The first editors of the KLR faced a number of important issues. The first was the format which the new journal should take. They decided to make the KLR look like other law reviews in size and shape, but they chose a tan cover rather than Harvard’s gray. More important, however, were questions as to the qualifications for students to be on the review. Giffin remembers that in the early days, any student who wanted to be on the review had a reasonable chance of doing so. Now, of course, there is a rigorous writing competition that factors in a candidate’s grade point average. In terms of content, the first issue very much reflected the vision of the first editors. The founding editors wanted the KLR to attract national attention, and they understood that the best way to do this was to publish at least some authors with national stature. But they also understood the importance of appealing to their home-state readers. Thus, the first issue mixed national with local authors and topics of broad national interest with those of a more local flavor.

Volume one, number one, as already mentioned, featured articles by Zechariah Chafee, Jr., Quintin Johnstone, and James Barclay Smith. Volume one, number two had articles by John Scurlock, James Barclay Smith, Quintin Johnstone, and Newell A. George. Scurlock was a professor at the University of Kansas City Law School and a leading expert
on water law. George was a government attorney based in Kansas City. Volume one, number three had articles by Johnstone, Nick N.K. Kittrie, Leonard O. Thomas, and Charles H. Oldfather, Jr. Oldfather, of course, was a KU Law professor; Thomas was a Kansas City lawyer; and Kittrie worked at the KU Governmental Research Center. The subjects of the articles in these issues ranged from divorce law to child custody to the Kansas Supreme Court. There were also student notes, on topics mainly of interest to Kansas lawyers, and case comments on Kansas and other cases. There were also a number of book reviews, including a review of Justice Douglas' Beyond the High Himalayas.

It is obvious that the founding editors of the KLR did their job well. The journal quickly achieved a substantial circulation and became a mainstay of the Kansas Bar. It provided an important vehicle for the KU faculty and the Kansas Bar to publish major works of legal scholarship, achieving a balance between local and national interests from the start. Contemporary editors still strive to balance coverage of issues of practical, local importance with coverage of national and international concerns.

Of course, the story of the KLR does not end with the publication of the first volume. Indeed, this was only the beginning. There have been many changes over the years in the standards for student editors, the nature of the material published, and even the cover design. The first Editorial Board consisted of five titled editors, assisted by between fifteen and nineteen Staff members per issue. Today's Board has sixteen members, assisted by twenty-seven Staff members. Early editors relied heavily on solicited articles. Now that the KLR is established as a national forum for legal scholarship, unsolicited manuscripts flood its office. So far this year, the Articles Editors and the Editor-in-Chief have reviewed over 20,000 pages of unsolicited material.

Ten years after its founding, the KLR was joined in Kansas by the Washburn Law Review. And today, fifty years after it first appeared, the KLR continues to be a forum for the best legal scholarship about Kansas, national, and international law.